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DEGREE IN COMPUTER ENGINEERING AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS MANAGEMENT

103808 - SOCIAL MINING AND NETWORK ANALYSIS

General information

Type of subject : Optional
Coordinator : Alfons Palacios Gonzàlez
Course: Fourth
Trimester: Second
Credits: 6
Teachers: 

Xavier Font Aragonés  <font@tecnocampus.cat>
Josep Roure Alcobé  <roure@tecnocampus.cat>

Languages

English

a

Competences

Description

The aim of the course is to understand the importance of the social and network mining throughout advanced computing tools. To make the most of the 
network data, a set of tools will be introduced. These tools will be studied within real case scenarios (i.e. Twitter, Github)

Instructors will follow a case study approach letting students work in teams. Each group will work with a complete set of methods, then they will generate a 
report and present their results in a poster session.

Results

At the end of the course students will be able to:

You will learn how to analyze social data and deploying an in-depth exploration
Visualize complex network data
Apply advanced analytics technique to text and documents (i.e. Interpret and understand the opinion or emotion in the text)
Understand Supervised and Unsupervised machine learning algorithms applied on Social Data
Evaluate Node and Network properties and some important measures (i.e. PageRank)

 

Working methodology

All theoretical concepts will be presented in lectures (large groups). In these classes, and at the discretion of the lecturers, exercises and practical problems 
will also be solved. Students may be asked to solve problems and/or short exercises individually or in groups. These activities serve the student as an 
instrument of self-assessment of their achievement of the contents of the subject. Exercises may be used by the teacher to make decisions about the 
student's final grade favoring them according to the specified rating system. Also, in order to deeper understand the theoretical concepts practical sessions will 
be held in the lab. In the final project students will integrate all the knowledge learn during the course

It is recommended to students to attend all classes with a laptop with the ability to run the software appropriate for the subject. Instructors will give details on 
the appropriate software and how to obtain it.
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Contents

Part I

1.- Introduction to Social and Network mining

2.- Text Mining (twitter case study)

                2.1.- Basics of text mining

                2.2.- Text Mining Visualization

                2.3.-Sentiment Analysis

3.- Text Mining Applications

                Classification and Clustering

Part II

4.- Network Minig

4.1. Basics of graph analysis

4.2.- Data Visualization

4.3.- Analyzing Node Properties

4.4.- Identifying Network Communities

4.5.- PageRank

5.- Capstone Project

Activities

Lab: Twitter Data. Acquisition, Data Processing and Visualization

Act: Classification and Clustering on Twitter Data

Lab: Network mining and visualization

Act: Classification and Clustering on Network Data

Final Project with poster presentation

Evaluation system

20 % Text Mining Assignment (Lab)

20 % Network Assignment (Lab)

45 % Final Project with poster presentation

15 % Class participation

 

Regulations for the activities

For each activity, the lecturer will inform of the rules and conditions which govern it.

One-person activities presuppose student engagement to perform them individually. All those activities in which the student does not meet this commitment, 
regardless of their role (sender or receiver) will be considered non-passed. Similarly, the activities to be carried out in groups assume the commitment from 
students to perform them within the group. All those activities in which the group has not respected this commitment regardless of their role (sender or 
receiver) will be considered non-passed.

In the group activities the lecturer can, based on the information available, customize score for each group member.

It is optional for the lecturer to accept deliveries outside the time periods indicated. Should these later deliveries be accepted, lecturer may decide to apply a 
penalty on the grade.

Resources

Basics

Bibliographies
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Mastering Social Media Mining with R by Sharan Kumar Ravindran and Vikram Garg

Publisher: Packt Publishing Ltd

Sept 2015

ISBN 978 - 1 - 78439 - 631 - 2

Statistical Analysis of Network Data with R

by Eric D. Koloczyk and Gábor Csárdi

Ed: Springer 2014

ISBN: 978 - 1 - 4939 - 0982 - 7
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